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Service Flag Changed

"Missing In Action"

The Clemson service flag now
has 5046 names of Clemson
men in the service and 147 gold
stars denoting Ciemson men
killed.
The old figures were
4732 men in the service and 95
men killed. The count on the
service flag is changed about
every three months.

According to latest reports from
"Uncle" J. H. Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, the records show 28
Clemson men "missing in action",
and 37 "prisoners of war". No
casualties are included in these
reports unless the College ha*
received authentic reports from
families or from newspaper accounts that quote the War Department.
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Clemson Enrollment Is Up As 957
Students Enroll For The Fall Term
ASTP, ACER, and R0TC Cadets,
Plus War Vets Make Student Body
KRYL WOMEN'S SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA of Chicago

Dr* George Wise
Leaves Clemson
For Kansas State

H
JESUS SANROMA

CARROLL GLENN

Outstanding Artists To
Appear Here This Year
An outstanding array of ope
~ ratlc arid concert stag<: talent will
appear on the 1944-45 Clemson
Concert Series of four major programs.
A free concert, underwritten
by the Claud W. Kress Endowment Fund, on the night of October 30th will present the Footlight Favorites quartet. The Favorites—John Brownlee, Adelaide Abbott, Edward Kane, and
Major Hess-run the musical
gauntlet from Strauss to Oklahoma and have made tremendous
hits at all appearances over the
country.
The other three concerts offer
the finest in vocal solos violm
Ind Piano solos and duets, and
symphony orchestra. Beautiful
Eleanor Steber, Metropolitan Opera soprano makes her appearance
here on November 15th; the widely acclaimed Kryl's All-Women's
Symphony Orchestra comes to
Clemson on January 6th; and on
April 20th the series will oe
brought to a climax by violinist
Carroll Glenn and pianist Jesus
Sanroma.
Miss Glenn, a native of Chester,
S C, is the first South Carolinian
to appear on the Clemson series.
Concert season tickets are now
on sale at the President's office.
The seasonal rate is $3.30, tax included. The Footlight Favorites'
free concert will be presented in
the Fieldhouse, and the site oi
other programs is to be announced. All concerts will start at 8
o'clock.
All Clemson students
(including Army students) will
be admitted without charge.

Dr. Edwards Leaves;
Goes To Winthrop
Dr. Allen D. Edwards, Associate Professor of sociology M
Clemson, has resigned to become
a full professor and head of the
Sociology Department at Winthrop College. Dr. and Mrs. Edwards came to Clemson from
V. P. I. two years ago. They plan
to leave the campus next Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. Edwards have
been active in the social and religious life of the community.
Mrs. Edwards has taught Sunday
School, been active in her book
club, sewing club and bridge
club. Dr. Edwards has taught
Sunday School and was a mem,ber of the Board of Trustees of
the Methodist Church.
Dr. Edwards is a member of
the American Sociological Society, before which he is scheduled
to read a paper in December, a
member of the Rural Sociological
Society, the Southern Sociological
Society, the American Statistical
Association, and Pi Gamma Mu,
national social fraternity.

J. C. HERRING

LT. HERRING
WAR VICTIM

ELEANOR STEBER

Rev. Boyce Brooks
To Leave Clemson;
Called To Roxboro
Rev. J. Boyce Brooks, pastor of
the Baptist Church at Clemson
for two years, plans to leave
around November 1 to accept a
call to the First Baptist Church
at Roxboro, North Carolina.
Educated at Wake Forest and the
Southern
Baptist
Theological
Seminary, the Rev. Mr. Brooks
brought to this community a
young, vigorous leadership that
has enabled his church to pay
off an indebtedness scheduled to
remain in the red for some years
longer.
During his ministry the Baptist
Church has employed Mr. Harold
Cole as Student Secretary. His
duties will be to take full charge
of the student program.
The membership has increased
considerably during the past two
years, and the church has kept
in close contact with its members
in service by writing them letters and sending them Testaments and church bulletins.
Mrs. Brooks, who has made the
parsonage as homelike to the
boys as possible, will be missed
by the many who have been entertained so warmly there and by
the Clemson community.
Asked for a statement, Dr. Albert Meiburg, chairman of the
Board of Deacons, said: "Mr.
Brooks has endeared himself not
only to the congregation of our
church but to all who have been
associated with him. His leaving
will be a loss to us all."

Lt. James C. (Cotton) Herring,
GS '43, of Anderson, was killed
in action in France July 16, according to word received last
week from the War Department.
Lt. Herring had previously
been reported missing in action
in the St. Lo area.
In his senior year he edited the
1943 All-American Taps, the last
one for the duration. It has been
declared by many to be the finest yearbook ever produced at
Clemson.
While in college he was a Second Lieutenant, member of Blue
While serving as editor of the
Key, national leadership fraternity, Who's Who Among Students Salley High-Notes last year, Elin American Universities and Col- don Jones, Pre-med, '47, wrote
leges, and on baseball team for an' editorial that soon will have
four years.. He visited Clemson ..been read all over the world. Aljust before the May 12 issue of ready it has been used as adverthe Tiger came out. He was on tising matter by many stores, by
his way to Ft. Meade, Md., "to the Office of Price Administration
all over the country, including
get further instructions."
Lt. Herring ranked high in the Alaska and the Philippines, by
hearts of his classmates and other radio stations, including WIS of
friends at Clemson. Like so many Columbia and WAIM of Anderhundred of other Clemson men, son, where Cadet Jones appeared
he paid his Alma ^Mater a final in person, and in the Readers
visit before leaving for action Digest. In this issue of the Tiger,
it will go to the four corners of
overseas.
the globe—to every Clemson man
in uniform whose address is
available.
Jones' editorial was written in
connection with a contest held for
Prof. J. P. LaMaster and B. E.
the purpose of arousing sentiment
Goodale, of the Dairy Departagainst the black market. He is
ment, have recently been chosen
a member of the Tiger staff and
to conduct short courses at the
has written an editorial for this
University of Georgia.
issue.
Prof. LaMaster, Head of the
As an interesting sidelight on
Dairy Department, will teach at
the Georgia Dairy Production the young Clemson student's family, his sister is rapidly making a
Short Course, Nov. 21 and 22.
Prof. Goodale, Professor of name for herself in movies. She
Dairying, will be on the staff of is known on the screen as Lois
Georgia's Dairy Manufacturing Collier, and is with Universal
Pictures. She has just finished
Short Course, Jan. 23, 24, 25.
"Swingaroo SweetThe University of Georgia has making
developed dairy short courses in hearts," in which she played the
recent years with faculties se- lead role. There is a story about
lected from dairy departments of her in the September issue of one
prominent agricultural colleges. of the motion picture magazine.

Dr. George H. Wise, Dairying,
'30, left Clemson on Sept. 14 to
join the staff of the Dairying Department Experimentation Station, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas.
While a cadet at Clemson, Dr.
Wise was very active in student
organizations, being a member of
Alpha Zeta, Phi Kappa Phi, and
the Dairy Club.
After graduating from Clemson, Dr. Wise attended the University of Minnesota where he received his M. S. and Ph. D. degrees.
Since returning to Clemson in
1937 as Assistant Dairyman on
the Agricultural Experimentation
Staff, Dr. Wise has become nationally known for his work in
the field of nutrition for dairy
animals. He also pionered in the
use of Sulfa drugs for curing
scours in calves.
Professors J. P. LaMaster and
B. E. Goodale will continue Dr.
Wise's research untl a successor
is appointed.

Martin Tilson
Heads C D A
Military Staff
Martin Tilson, M. E. '45, of
Savannah, was named president
of the Central Dance Association
for the coming year.
William S. Gregory, M. E. '45,
of Lockhart, was named business
manager ,Gordon Goodale, Chem.
Eng. '45, of Clemson, was appointed to the position of placing
chairman, Buck Beatty, Chem. '45,
of Baltimore, Md., is in charge of
decoration ,and Chico Rigual, PreMed., '45, of Porto Rico, is the
floor chairman.
So far only two juniors have
been appointed to the junior staff.
They are William Orders, M. E.
'46, of Greenville, and Eddis
Freeman, Voc. Ed. '46, of Greenville. Other members of the staff
will be announced in the future.
The dance schedule for the
coming year is incomplete except
for the Autumn Ball, which is
scheduled for November 10-11.

CLEMSON STUDENT'S EDITORIAL
PRINTED ALL OVER COUNTRY

LaMaster, Goodale
Teach At Georgia U.

Clemson opened its 51st year this' week with the registration of regular ROTC cadets showing an increase for the
second consecutive term, indicating a gradual "return to normal" enrollment.
Although all registrations were not complete as the Tiger
went to press, the best guess placed the total students enrollment for the fall term at slightly above 957. This figure includes all ROTC cadets and students of the War Department
educational program.
Included among the new students to register Monday and
Tuesday were 10 "G. I. Joes" who
come to Clemson under the "G. I.
Bill of Rights" and four army
veterans who entered college under the veterans' vocational rehabilitation administration.
A total of 304 freshmen matricSeveral new members joined ulated, and, as a brief introducthe Military Staff at Clemson tion to the College, were conducton tours of the Library and of
recently.
Capt. F. Welles Terwilliger, the mess hall and kitchen. TuesCoast Artillery, is from Camp day morning and afternoon they
Davis, N. C. He is to be R.O.T.C. attended a chapel period at which
and A.C.E.R. Military Science In- the college departments were disstructor, also Fire Warden and cussed by departmental deans.
Wednesday afternoon the four
Intelligence Officer. He receivcompanies
of new students—Comed his B. S. degree in Geology
at Michigan State College in 1938. panies A, B, E, and F—were given
He is married, and his hobby is an English placement test, and
that evening the students were
guns.
entertained at get-togethers sponCapt. Roger Ernesti, Inf., from sored by the campus churches.
Camp Gordon, Fla., takes charge
The 14 students entered in the
of the A. C. E. R. and A. S. T. P. "G. I." and "Veterans" educaA graduate of the University of cational program are included in
Washington, he is married and the 304 new student figure. New
has one boy. His hobby is Indian in training at Clemson are 36" adcustoms.
vanced students of the Army
Capt. L. S. Griffith, Calv., from Specialized Training Program,
Fort Knox, Ky., is now the Plans and 236 Air Corps Enlisted Re-.,
and Training officer. Capt. Grif- serve students of the ASTRP pro-^
fith, a 1927 graduate of V. M. I., gram. The old student enrollis married, and has two boys.
ment, according to best guesses*
Lt. Robert T. Thomas, Jr., will figure between 350 and 400
Coast Artillery, comes from Fort students when matriculation is.
Bliss, Ky. Not married, he at- completed this week-end. These
tended Rutgers U., and is inter- old students include 12 G. I. Vetested in theatrical entertainment. erans and 4 Veterans RehabiliLt. M. J. Griffin, A. U. S., is tation students.
from Fargo, N. D. He received
An approximate summary of
his M. A. Degree at the Universi- Regular students by classes is:
ty of California in 1903. Lt. Grif- 300 New Freshmen; 200 Freshmen
fin is now adjutant. His hobby who entered in June or July; and
is the theater, and he is single.
165 Upperclassmen.
M-Sgt. C. L. Oswald, Regular
Army man, came from Fort Jackson. He was in charge of A. S.
T. P. organization. He was First
Lt. in last war and has had 18
years service. He has since been
moved to Camp Wheeler, Ga.
First Lt. George Chaplin, T. C.
Sgt. H. W. Offerman, of Rich- '35, former city editor of the
mond, Va., came from Camp For- Greenville Piedmont, is officer in
est, Tenn. He also has been charge of the MIDPACIFICAN, '
moved to Camp Wheeler.
the armed forces newspaper in
Lt. J. D. Harney, married, with the Pacific Ocean area.
a daughter ,is also a member of
Lt. Chaplin was awarded the
the Staff. He has been here five Nieman Fellowship to Harvard in
months.
1940 which afforded him nine
months with all expenses paid
and opportunity to attend classes
and meet outstanding journalists
at this great Eastern university.
In 1935 he edited the first AllRev. John A. Pinckney, Rector State Tiger, was co-editor of the
of the Clemson Episcopal Church, Blue Key directory, and member
is in the Patton Memorial Hos- Gamma Alpha Mu, honor Engpital, Hendersonville, N. C. He lish fraternity for writers at
JfT
underwent an appendectomy on Clemson.
last Monday.

Military .Group
Annexes Nine
New Members

CAPTAIN DAVID HENRY

€apt. David Henry
Killed In France
Lt. David Hill Henry, Tex. Eng.
'36, was killed in Normandy on
July 11. He was the son of Mrs.
Etta Sadler Henry and the late
David Hill Henry, of Clemson.
Maj. David S. Moon, GS '34, of
Westminster, was with Lt. Henry
until shortly before he lost his
life, according to a letter received
by Mrs. Henry. "He died brave- . ml in front of his men, the
place a man of his calibre and
feailessness is always found . . .
He was one of the bravest men
we have known. . . All of the men
in his regiment felt the loss of a
friend and a gallant, able officer
... a gentleman".
Wright Bryan CE '26, of Atlanta, captured by the Germans,
later, visited Division Headquarters to find out about Lt. Henry's
death. He learned that Lt. Henry
had been given command of a
company the day he was killed
and that his actual promotion to
captaincy came through the next
day. Division headquarters 'knew
of Lt. Henry's reputation for
courage and his fine leadership.
According to the letter ' from
Wright Bryan his reputation had
spread throughout the whole division.
He entered the service on Feb.
1, 1942, as a 2nd. Lieutenant at
Camp Gordon. After three months
he was promoted to First Lieutenant. During the two years be-'
fore going over seas, he was in
training at Camp Gordon, Fort
vBenning, Fort Dix, Camp Gordon
Johnson, and Fort Jackson. He
was killed fighting with the 22nd
Infantry of "the fighting Fourth
Division." He has been awarded
the Purple Heart posthumously.
Two brothers of Lt. Henry are
in the armed forces. Lt. Rufus
Henry is with the 20th Bomber
Service in India, and Albert Henry is at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Lt. Henry is buried at Mere St.
Eglise.

Leaving College For
Duty In Armed Forces
Several students left college at
the end of the past semester to
enter some branch of the armed
forces. Among those
leaving
were:
F. E. Beaty 1, of Charleston, for
the Navy.
D. E. Bedenbaugh 1, of Prosperity, for the Marine Corps.
L. H. Cook 2, of Rentz, Ga., for
the Army.
B. L. Crawford 2, of Chester,
for the Army.
W. R. Foster 2, of Greenville,
for the Army.
G. P. Houston 1, of Pageland,
for the Marine Corps.
M. A. Magoulas 1, of Charleston, for the Navy.
R. L. Mixon 1, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., for the Air Corps.
J. W. Ragsdale 2, of Blairs, for
the Navy.
ELDEN JONES
W. R. Stribling 1, of WilliamsTh editorial which has won ton, for the Air Corps.
such wide-spread acclaim is
T. S. Fox 3, of Charleston, left
printed in full below:
shortly before the end of the
When the war is over
and semester for the Army.
Johnnie comes marching home aDon Curtis, son of Prof, and
gain, will you be able to look him
in the eye and say—"I kept faith Mrs. Curtis, is in the Field Artil—I did my job on the home front lery and is stationed at Fort
well. I gave up luxuries and Bragg. Don has been in the Army
about three months.
(Continued on back page)

Wright Bryan Is
German Prisoner
Wright Bryan, CE '26, of Atlanta, Georgia, was captured September 13 while traveling in a
jeep near Chaumont. He was
with Edward W. Beattie, famous
U. P. war correspondent, who
was also captured.
Wright was wounded in the
fleshy part of the left leg, according to news stories reported, but
was -sent to a French hospital
where the bullet was removed be
fore he was taken to Germany
by his captors.
The correspondents were attempting to cover the surrender
of 20,000 Germans on the Loire
when they and John Mecklin of
the Chicago Sun were captured.
Mecklin was released next day,
and expressed emphatically his
belief that the correspondents
would be well treated.
Before surrendering, the newspapermen were fired upon by about 300 Germans. Three American soldiers were among the
prisoners. "Bryan got excellent
treatment," declared
Mecklin.
They took him away in an ambulance."
Wright was managing editor
of the Atlanta Journal before
leaving for the front as a war
correspondent.
On June 6 he
flew over France in a C-47 loaded with paratroops who dropped
in France. Bryan then raced
back to London and broadcast the
first eye-witness account of the
first critical hours of D-day.
Fast building a reputation for
accurate reporting, Wright was
following the Third Army when
captured. He was the second
radio reporter to reach Paris,
John McVane being fist, because
he was in the front seat of a Jeep
in which Wright Bryan for once
took a back seat. One of his
broadcasts was cut short by machine gun and cannon fire, as
(Continued on back page)

Lt. Chaplin Edits
Pacific Paper v

Rev. John Pinckney
Undergoes Operation

Dr. Poole Writes.. •
Some Matters of Interest
to All Clemson Men
Your courage, leadership, sacrifice, and loyalty have remained close to the hearts of all of us at Clemson,.
Clemson has added and continues to add new laurels to its
wonderful traditions. We are training Advanced Engineers in
the ASTP and seventeen year olds in the ACER. In addition
to these army trainees there are more than 700 Clemson students on the campus. The total enrollment may exceed 900
for the fall semester. Also, there are former Clemson men
and other men who have been discharged from the armed
services now members of the student body. The splendid
spirit of these men indicates the earnestness with which you
who have not graduated will return to college after demobilization.
In recent months the students tional expenses including tuition,
have done better work than dur- fees, books, etc. In addition, a
ing the first year of the war. veteran will receive $50.00 a
Your success in battle may be month for room and board if he is
a contributing factor. Many of single, and $75.00 per month if
the normal activities are being he is married. At government
renewed. The student council, expense almost all of you will be
the band, the platoon, and dis- privileged to finish your college
cussion groups are functioning education. Recent graduates will
well. All of these bode good be permitted to pursue graduate
tidings for the future welfare work. We shall encourage those
with good records to continue
of the college.
Several former Clemson men their education since it will be
are in school taking advantage of good for the individual and will
the GI Bill which pays institu(Continued on back page)

Fellowship Club Eats
Peanut Dinner; Hears
Visiting Speaker
The Clemson Fellowship club,
local civic organization, met last
Tuesday night at the school building for a peanut dinner and a
speech on the future of the peanut by Miss Modane Marchbanks,
of Atlanta, Georgia.
The dinner was in charge of
Mrs. Fred McNatt and Mrs. J.
T. Bregger, of the Parent Teacher
Organization.
D. J. Watson, president of the
club, presided, and R. A. McGinty, chairman of the program
committee, introduced the speaker.

Cadet Reese Young
Heads State Groups
Reese Young, Hort. '45, of
Clinton, is back at Clemson. Soon
after being discharged from the
army in February for a back injury, he was elected President of
the South Carolina Presbyterian
Student Association. When in
school last he was Sergeant Major. He is now President of the
State Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C.
A.
Planning the annual conferences for these two organizations
will be Cadet Young's responsibility.
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-monthly for the
duration by the students of Clemson College
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Lt. Col. R. M. (Bob) Jones,
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on cir- Animal' H. '30, formerly assistant
culation, comment, and general attitude of those who read the TIGER. coach at Clemson, was awarded
the Purple Heart recently for a
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
wound received during the inSubscription Rate
I_1„_J
$1.00 vasion of Europe. He was sent
to an English hospital for treatTHE STAFF FOR THIS ISSUE
JOHN LANE (Faculty Adviser)
Acting Editor ment and afterwards returned to
JOE SHERMAN
Sports Editor his old outfit with Gen. Patton.
C. D. Barker, M. R. Tilson, J. S. Parrish, J. O. Lewis, H. F. Frierson, It is believed that he is seeing
W. M. Norris, J. H. Rogers, B. B. Smith—News Editors and Reporters; action again.
* • *
W. H. ORDERS
Business Manager
J.
J.
Lever,
former editor of
W. S. REASONOVER
Advertising Manager
H. L. LANCASTER
Assistant Business Manager the Tiger, now in India, has donated $15 for a Gamma Alpha Mu
pin since the last Tiger was published. Others who have made
This being the first issue of the Tiger since Dr. J. Rion McKissick's their contributions: Lt. George
death, we beg to add our belated but sincere sympathy to the be- Chaplin '35, Joe Sherman, '34,
reaved, and our praise of the man who did so much for the University Maj. Harry Ashmore, '37, B. T.
Lanbam, Jr., '37, Earl Mazo, '40,
of South Carolina.
H. T. Malone, '37 (1-2 payment),
We read the Gamecock's beautiful tribute to its favorite friend Joe Seawell, '37, J. C. Wilsinson,
and reporter—how he took them into his confidence and gave them '38, T. B. Young, '38, George Mcnews before giving it to the daily newspapers—how he would say, Millan, '39, Frank C. Mills, '39,
"Meet me atMaxcy monument in fifteen minutes and I'll give you Capt. W. B. Wade, '39, (1-2 payenough news to fill the front page"—how he watched with sorrow ment), J. S. Mace, '40, L. W. Cokthe men of Carolina go off to war—how the deep spiritual side of his er, '41, S. K. Able, '41, H. W.
nature was such a force in the lives of Carolina men—and how he Hollis, '42, R. B. Moise, '42, E. L.
B. Osborne, '43, Henry M. Simdied in action, revealing real devotion to duty.
We mourn with you the loss of your beloved president. We rec- ons, '43.
* • •
ognized his worth and were proud to claim him as the president of
After being stationed at Clemour state university.
son fo rtwo years, "Breezy" BreaDr. McKissick was a man who never let trivialities blind his eyes zeale was sent to Camp Croft,
to the real issues in his state. We believe that Dr. and Mrs. McKissick land. He had a short stay in a
did much to foster all that is best in the keen, wholesome rivalry be- Fort Meade, and thence to Enghospital theer but is now back on
tween Carolina and Clemson.
Dr. McKissick loved his native state of South Carolina. And we duty.
* * *
loved him, too.
Maj. A. G. Yarbrough, Gen. Sc.
'36, of ColumBia before entering
the army, and former center on
We wonder if most people realize what a tremendous military Clemson's football team, has been
contribution Clemson men are making in the war. And that makes sent to an English hospital for a
us wonder if hardly anyone knows the part Clemson played in World brief rest from combat with the
War I. The space allotted here can not begin to touch the subject, invading forces that landed at
Cherbourg, originally. He is in
but a few facts are worth stating.
When President Wilson declared war in 1917, the Clemson senior the infantry.
* * *
class of that year, through President Riggs, telegraphed Wilson, ofCapt.
J.
G.
Evans, son of Mr
fering their services. By the end of World War I, approximately one
and Mrs. Samuel Evans of Clemthousand Clemson men were in the services. Clemson graduates, who son, has been a prisoner of war
had been under military discipline, contributed heavily to the group of the Germans since May 28.
of "90-day wonder" officers who played an important role in the first He was captured at Anzio when
conflict.
the drive on Rome was in pro, Today more than five thousand Clemson men are in the services, gress. Word to his parents since
upward of one thousand are known to be overseas. Clemson became his capture reveals that he rean ROTC institution under the National Defense Act of 1916 (ROTC ceives a package from the Red
was replaced by the Student's Army Training Corps in 1917-18 and Cross frequently.
reestablished as ROTC in 1919), and has, since 1923, produced 3,258
Sgt. W. C. Evans, brother o'
.reserve officers, exclusive of the 577 '43 juniors and seniors sent to Capt. J. G. Evans, is in England,
Officers' Candidate School.
in the airborne troops. A letter
Many a former Clemson student who was not commissioned here to his parents here dated Sept.
i ved the military background that enabled him to win officer's 14 was written three days before
bars in short order. It is estimated that over 90% of the Clemson the air borne attack on Holland;
men in the services are commissioned. There is hardly a spot of dry hence Mr. Evans feels that his son
land or a drop of wet sea in the world that has not been traversed by may well be in the troops that
a Clemson man in the interest of freedom, liberty, and peace. When invaded Holland.
» « e
the nation calls, Clemson answers—affirmatively.
Staff Sgt. Frank K. Fendley son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Fendley
of Clemson, vvas awarded the
An entertainer back from overseas brings this little story. Two Purple Heart for wound received
soldiers 'ay in adjoining cots in a hospital and both had been seri- in the battle for Rome. After
ously wounded. One lad was able to read around his bandages and several weeks stay in a hospital
was busily scanning the baseball scores in his home town paper. in Naples, Italy he rejoined his
The other soldier still hovered on the brink of consciousness. Sud- outfit and participated in the capand Pisa.
denly, the reader broke out into a string of choice Brooklynese cuss ture of Leghorn
* * *
words directed luridly at "dem bums", upon hearing which, the
Julian M. Longley, Jr., son of
other boy opened his eyes and grinned weakly. Painfully he stuck Julian McLaurin Longley, TE, '25,
out his hand and muttered "Shake Pal—I'm from Brooklyn too." of Dalton, Georgia, and grandson
The entertainer ended the story by stating that both soldiers recover- of the late B. F. Robertson, State
ed and according to the doctor, the most seriously wounded one of Chemist and graduate of the first
the pair was helped back to health by a mighty urge of the fraternal class at Clemson, matriculated
jspirit aroused by the nearness of "someone from home." Someone last Monday. Mrs. Longley rewho understood, someone who had trod the beloved streets, a guy marked to Dr. Poole that her son
is probably the first grandson to
from home—THIS was better than medicine.
enter Clemson. But Cecil Gray,
The story impressed me because I have always felt that the loyalty Ag. Eng. '46, who has just receivwe feel for our home town is only surpasssd by the devotion we give ed notice to report to Fort Jackto our Alma Mater. I think there is a natural instinct in all of us to son, declares that freshman R. H.
have something to tie to . . . something to LIVE up to . . . Something Jeffries is also a grandson of a
to DIE for if necessary. We feel it for our families and for our Clemson man. Cadet Gray thinks
friends, and as we go out into the world, for our home town—just that young Jeffries is the grandas the wounded soldier on his bed of pain, felt hope and courage son of Samuel Lionel Jefferies,
and a will to laugh again, when he heard the familiar Brooklyn Ag. '03, of Gaffney.
tongue. To an even greater extent is the loyalty to one's college
James Moffat Major, son of
manifested.
Harold Major, attorney for the
When I read of Clemson men who are doing great things in the college, of Anderson,
entered
/orld . . . being decorated for bravery . . . carving careers for them- Clemson Monday.
* * *
selves in various fields of endeavor, I feel a thrill of pride and say
to myself—THESE men I can understand and appreciate. We
D. H. Beckham, of Lancaster
share one flaming loyalty. We have walked the same paths at Clem- was among the freshmen to come
. son, studied the same books, looked at the same buildings and anci- on opening day. He is the nephew
ent oaks. And we sing the same Alma Mater." And with these of Miss Gladys Beckham, who
used to work at Clemson.
.thoughts is a warm feeling of kinship and a deep college pride.
* * *
Yesterday I paused to look at the service flag in the college hall
Another first-year man to maand 1 knew that each star stood for someone fine and true with the
red of courage as a background. I knew that each, carried in his triculate Monday was H. M. Tobin, of Charleston. It is said that
heart the same fraternal spirit that I felt in mine. The gold star, he worked all summer at Kanuga
symbolizing those who had died, brought a lump into my throat and with Mr. Pinckney, Rector] of the
a sense of personal loss. I knew with a great certainty that when Episcopal church.
* * *
men share a college and a way of life they share also something of
themselves. That there is always the quick handclasp, the surge of
T. Edwin Thornhill, son of T.
comradeship, the loyalty to the colors.
W. (Buddy) Thornhill, M&EE!
of Charleston, matriculated with
Its the privilege of being a Clemson man.
the others Monday. Grapevine
It is the fraternal spirit.
ELDEN JONES. has it that he may be of some
assistance on the Tiger staff. This
is his invitation to look us up.
* • »
This is the first issue of the Tiger since the eight-page edition of
Juan R. Saborio, E. E., '43,
last May 12. Since that time it has been impossible to find a printer
is a student engineer with the
who could do the job.
Westinghouse Elec. and ManuTo our men in uniform we apologize for not getting your favorite facturing Co., and at present at
paper to you during the summer months. We are grateful for all the transformer plant of the comyour expressions of appreciation and we sincerely hope to send the pany. He has prospect of beTiger along twice a month hereafter. Labor shortages have made coming attached to the International Westinghouse Elec. and
publication impossible for the past three months.
Any Clemson man in uniform whose correct address is given us Mfg. Co., according to Prof S. R.
will receive the Tiger with the compliments of his Alma Mater. Your Rhodes, Head of E. E. Department. Saborio is a Costa Rican.
Alma Mater wishes you Godspeed!
* * *
Maj. Joe D. Kinard, Ag. Ec. '36,
For the second time in three years the Anderson Independent and former Assistant Rural Sociologist of the South Carolina ExperiDaily Mail, published by Wilton E. Hall, have received the coveted ment Station, is in Naples, Italy.
N. E. A. community service award for the GREATEST COMMUNITY Mary Jane Kinard, his wife, who
SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES, ft is the first time in 59 years was visiting Dean and Mrs. Kinthat top honors for community sarvice in the Nation have been award- ard last week said: "Joe is the
sweetest of all the Kinard boys."
ed twice to the same newspapers.

■\:\m. Mu< JbC 'L/ JLV »

Dr. McKissick-

Clemson's Contribution

The Fraternal Spirit

*

No Printer-

Service Award-

■*

*

Maj. E. H. McCarter, TC '36, former professor of Military
Science and Tactics at Clemson, and son of Mrs. W. J. McCarter
of Rock Hill, has the Distinguished Flying Cross. After flying
50 missions in the Tunisian, Sicilian, Italian campaigns ,he was
sent to Greenville Army Air Base. As a group navigator officer
of B-25 Mitchell bombers, he participated in sea sweep missions
which played a great part in cutting Rommel's supply lines to
Italy.

"jcS'tkeyjMti/A?
Maj. Harry Ashmore, Gen. S.
'27, former editor the Tiger, somewhere in England or Europe:
"... have a feeling that somebody is looking over my shoulder
and sharpening a blue pencil . . .
right now I'm a frustrated sort of
literary eunuch, denied the privilege of recording facts and without the heart to indulge in flights
of fancy . . . ever so often when
I try to fix a date for some odd
memory . . . have the feeling that
I have somehow misplaced two
or three years . . . my 28th birthday recently . . . things that have
happened since the war began
. . . out of context ... no time for
reading, or even for thinking, and
when it's all over and we start
picking up the fragments and
piecing some sort of civilization
together I'm going to be equipped
with a prewar mind and a full set
of New Deal values . . . may or
map not be a handicap . . . %ill
be interesting to see . . . Right
now I draw my solace from . . .
professor . . . who used to tell
his class, away back when he had
classes,: "Nothing that ever happens to you is useless. If you are
a writer and have to go down to
the shop and forge an axe, you're
gaining invaluable experience, because there aren't many writers
who -know how to forge an axle.
If you are an engineer and have
to sit up here and discuss Ibsen,
you're learning about people, and
no engineer ever knew enough
about people."
Maj. Roy Pearce, Gen. Sc. '41,
France:
"... Thanks for the letter and
the many Tigers . . . congratulations . . . don't raise him son on
Shakespeare and Chaucer . . .
Hemoingway and Dreiser more
realistic . . . enjoyable . . . terrible thing the way a man slips
in the army.with no one to censure ... to reprimand, admonish
. . . ought to be at least one chaplain for every soldier . . . trouble
there ... in few months the chaplains would need assistance . . .
I only hope society and propriety
will accept us when we return
. . . From every battlefield, in
every active theater of operations,
I hear of Glemson men doing a
magnificent job . . . Great to hear:
"My God, and you're from Clem-

son, too" . . . some of your old
boys of Tiger fame are running
our great morale builder, The
Stars and Stripes . . . Willkie and
Mazo two who are doing it . . .
George McMillan not far away
. . Capt. "Rip" Bradford serving with me . . . Capt. Chas Seigler nearby with Maj. "Red" Bethea . . . many others that to
name would fill a page . . . True
many will never return to see
what we 'who do return will do
to insure that never again will it
be necessary for Clemson to erect
a bronze tablet on the chapel wall
—"In • Memory—" . . . There's
one now, and. a second will have
to be added—but we will never
put that "Magis Third" one there
. . . Our lines move forward to
France and Berlin daily . . . We
try not underestimate the enemy
lor I have seen him fight and die
. . . good troops with finest equipment . . . One trouble is: they
have made us MAD . . . we'll
BEAT 'EM TO DEATH! . . . Regards to al faculty ■ and campus
folks . . .
Bob Hufford, Gen. Sc. '43:
"... Had my collection of four
years of Tigers bound in red
leather and put the Tiger greathead on the front cover in gold
. . . had 28 pages bound in the
over 250 prints of pictures that
I had taken of the staffs for four
years . . . have four pages devoted to Ben Robertson, filled with
pictures and news clippings . . .
have section for each staff with
pictures of those in service . . .
someday I want you to see it . . .
Because I took physics at Clemson I am now workmg as research assistant to the only PhD
on our staff of eleven technical
men in the Motion Pictures Film
Division of Eastman Kodak here
in Hollywood ... He is Dr. Simmons from Chapel Hill ... a real
Southerner . . . knows many
Clemson professors . . . Had to
put in a year at Southern California to graduate finally . . .
So you can chalk up one more
Tiger man . . .
Lt. Col. H. H. Gibson '32, Somewhere in France:
"... stealing a few moments
from Uncle to say I am sending
along a German Swastika flag
(Continued on back page)

Talk Of The
Town
This year Clemson is fortunate
to have a new
organization
known as the Student Council.
This council will replace the Senior Council which was composed
entirely of Seniors. The new
Student Council will have representation from all four classes.
The Senior class will have four
members, the Junior and Sophomore classes three members, and
the Freshman class will have two
members. All are elected
by
their respective classes. It is
hoped that the Student Council
will lead the way to a more democratic way of elections on the
campus. The Seniors and Junior members of the Student council will make up the disciplinary
council.
The main objective of the Student Council is to solve problems
that may be of interest to the
students by meeting with the faculty Welfare Committee who

will make recommendations directly to the president.
The new Student Council eliminates the turn-over of new
members at the beginning of each
school year who have had experience in this type of organization.
Plans are being made to hold
the election lor the Sophomore
and Freshman members for the
council within the next
two
weeks. This will give the new
freshmen a vote in the election.
It is the opinion of the faculty Welfare members that this
is the opportunity for the student
to take the leaedrship in student
affairs, and to develop leadership
by assuming important responsibilities. Being elected by the students, this council is ours and its
success or failure is likewise ours;
so it is your responsibility to
elect the best men for the Sophomore and Freshman members of
the council.

Capt. Covington McMillan, for—that he hardly knows where
mer backfield coach and member
of the Military Staff at Clemson, to start because the dirt of the
is PMS&T at Hillsborough High summer would fill the New York
Times.
School, Tampa, Florida.
—that the only quiet thing
* * *
Enoch Whitten, son of Mr. and about the past semester was the
Mrs. R. A. Whitten, is in the Navy fact Reese Young Stayed, home.
—that he wishes Reese were
and is taking his training "vat
Camp Peary, Va. Enoch graduat- still home because that three
ed from high school in May of diamond look he is wearing reminds us too much of Gregory . . .
this year.
* * *
speaking of Gregory brings up
Thomas Perry, Jr., who left that often asked question. If Der
Clemson during 1943, his senior Fuehrer loves military so well
year, has won his Navy "Wings why is it he keeps running from
of Gold" and was commissioned his draft board. . . . ?
—that he hopes Gregory conan Ensign in the Naval Reserve
recently. He was majoring in fines his military strictly to his
textile engineering when he left own battalion and not try to run
school. He hails from Columbus, the regiment as he would like to.
Georgia.
—that he saw Captain Ernesti
* * *
in his office without our beloved
Capt. W. J. Burtner, EE, '34, Ridgeway looking over his shoulof Greensboro, N. C, has recently der and agreeing with every word
arrived in New Guinea. He saw spoken.
—that he would love to wear
Jack Blanton, EE, '34, of Gaffney, and Ronald B. Shores, EE, of corporal stripes, but that Ridgeway is far too stingy in giving
Pennsylvania, classmates all.'
a * •
out ranks. He never tells who
Frank Sharp, Jr., son of Mr. was promoted and he always foland Mrs, Frank Sharp of the lows the recommendations of the
campus, is serving in France with C. O.
—that he, like many others, is
the Third Army. He wrote home
recently that the places he'd seen getting sick and tired of hearwere shot up pretty badly. Said ing about the exploits of "Lover
Goodale."
St. Lo was in shambles.
.;*■ m" *
—that Pratt has been too good
The following Clemson men are a boy to rate this column, but
among those at the Charleston this is to let him know he is beMedical School:
John Richard ing watched.
—that Bull Tilson needs a
Sosnowski, Bill Alexander, Jimmy Dixon, Wilson Green, Buck larger hat now that those two
diamonds have at last arrived.
Adickes, Paul Bolin.
—that for a man to get things
Capt. Frank Smith, Jr., GS '41, done, see Tilson and he'll be sure
of Summerville, visited his fami- to pass the buck.
—that he wants his column to
ly during recent months. He was
in the 34th Division that for 300 be run in the daily bulletin so
days fought through the Tunisian, he can use big words just like
Sicilian, fitalian campaigns. Aide Griffin.
—that Herr Himmler almost
to Gen. Ryder, who has been reforgot to hold in his false teeth
Capt. B. C. Parrish, Tex. Eng., when he viewed the last dance
'41, is on his way to Berlin with and saw his date jitterbugging . . .
Gen. Patton's Third Army, ac he wants to know how Stewart
cording to his nephew, J. S. Par- pulled the deal he did and forced
rish, freshman. Capt. Parrish's Byars into letting him drill Satcompany was voted best in the urday.
—that the Tiger Platoon is
regiment while training in Irereally good, but those - big words
land for the invasion.
used in the daily bulletin were
R. S. Howard, *GS* '30, and Mrs. just a little too much.
—that according to the D. B.,
Amy Sloan Howard have been
visiting Mrs. Daisy - Sloan of the this Anderson College is strictly
campus. "Rock", as he was call- out of this world, but he thinks
ed in school, is Field Consultant, the boys know better now.
—that one of the local belles
Engineering, Health and i Sanitation Division, of the Coordinator claimed Eddis Freeman had sho
of Inter-American affairs. He better stay on the ball 'Cause that
left last Monday for Central Freeman is a one man wave of
America. Mrs. Howard will remain at Clemson.

destruction.
—that he remembers with a
frown the childish stunt pulled
when a few Tiger Platoon boys
cut drill.
—that he misses the Gestapo
head Beach, and he wonders who
all his stooges will run to now
that he is gone.
—that he wishes to remind all
the new boys to TAKE AN ASPIRIN???
—that Buck Betty is a fine example of how not to be when
falling in love.
—that if he went to one more
watermelon cutting this summer
he would scream.
—that he is getting tired of
Clemson men robbing the cradle
in Greenville. Remember men
there is supposed to be a man
shortage and such actions are not
necessary.
—that he wonders if Archie
Odom has spent a night in barracks all summer.
—that the ASTP's make entirely too much noise and he wishes to let them know they are not
as good as they think they are.
—that with the approach of the
new year he sees a great possibility in making Clemson more like
it was in the past. The Tiger .
Platoon, the Football Team, and
the Corps itself have a big job
in store and He Oscar is all for
them in any thing they do.
—that every one had better
behave themselves in Atlanta this
weekend as he will be there to
see and hear all.
—that some of the members
of Ridgeways Battalion have a
rotten attitude and he (Oscar)
would like to see them change or
or go back to Jersey.
—that it is hard to tell when
Head is under a hypnotic spell or
acting just normal.
—that he wishes to thank the
CDA for those mamoth dances
this summer.
—that Ray Barber is just too
popular. He just can't make up
his mind as to which girl he
should, accept when the Limestone
Follies roll around.
—that someone should tell
Thrailkill that Borats never have
been popular.'
—that Pee Wee Coleman needs
padded shoulders because those
three buttons of his hang out an
extra inch beyond that beautiful physique.

M. I. Darrow^ of the Poultry
Department, is an Ensign in the
Navy, and is located at Hollywood, Florida*

* * *

Billy Sears, of Clemson is in the
Naval Gunnery School, Jacksonville, Fla. Charles Ward Sears
is a corporal in Infantry, at Camp
Croft.

• * *

Sgt. Fred Roark, of Clemson, is
at Ipswich, England, where he is
DO YOU THINK YOU WILL
responsible for supplies used by SEE ACTUAL COMBAT DURbombers based there. As Master
ING THIS WAR?
Sergeant, he repairs damaged
Tzouvelakas, T. J. 1, Greenville.
planes and readies for action.
Yes, I think I'll get to beat my
drums in the Japanese theater.
Lt. Bryan Keller, son of Mr.
Bianchi, C. A. 2, Columbia. Yes,
and Mrs. I. L. Keller, returned to
for I think I'll be in soon enough
the States in June. He was in to see combat by the end of the
Italy for 12 months and during war.
that time had 123 combat days.
Shoolbred, A. W. 2, Columbia.
Lt. Keller is now with the Chemi- Frankly, no, but I hope so.
cal Warfare Service at Edgewood
Sherard, S. F. 1, Calhoun Falls.
Arsenal, Md.
I think I'll see action in Japan—
* * *
I hope.
Mary Bryan, daughter of Mr.
Houston, G. P. 1, Pageland. Yes,
A. B. Bryan, is with the Ameri- I think I'll join my brothers in
can Red Cross in a hospital unit action soon.
"somewhere in England" about
Righy, A. J. 2, Kingstree. '11
125 miles northwest of London.
see service, but not action, al• • •
though Japan may
last
long
Professor Morris Cox, of the enough for me to see combat.
English Department, has been . North, J. E. 1, Florence. The
accepted by the Navy and is at- only combat I'll see is between
tending Japanese language school the Rats and Upperclassmen.
at the University of Colorado.
Johnson, W. S. 2, Greenville.
Getting his commission at the end I guess I'll be called for training,
of three months, he will probably but I don't expect to see action.
spend eleven months before finBaker, W.L., A. C. E. R., Miishing his course.
ami, Fla. No, I think we'll be a
postwar unit. I think the war
Lt. Col. L. O. Clayton, Ag. '31, will be over before we're trainformerly with the Extension Ser- ed for combat.
vice, is in England with the 80th
Murray, H. C, A.' C. E. R.,
Division. He has been across for Charleston, (U. S. A., please!) I
about two months.
think we'll be a patrol unit, may
* * *
possibly see a little combat.
J. A. Newton, formerly
emRoberts, J. W., A. C. E. R.,
ployed in the Agronomy Depart- Hapeville, Ga. It doesn't look
ment, is in the Navy and is now like it now.
in California. He was in the PaStewart, j. P., A. C. E. R., Claycific Area before being returned ton, N. C. The A. C. E. R. will
to California.
be in the post war standing Army,
but I hope to see action.
G. H. Stewart, of the ExtenBlake, J. R., A. C. E. R., Orlansion service, is with the Signal do, Fla. Not even in the occupaCorps and is stationed at Camp tional forces. No combat for us,
Van Dorn, Miss.
just an education.
* * *
Theiling, L. F. 2, Orangeburg.
Simpson Klugh, of Clemson,
Yes, as the war will last quite a
has been in the Army since his while yet.
graduation from Clemson in 1941.
Pace, C. L. 1,
Spartanburg.
He is in the Quartermaster Corps
Definitely. Eighteen is knocking
and is stationed at Camp Polk,
on my door ,and Uncle Sam is
La.
at his elbow.
*:
H=
*
Inabinet, W. D. 4, Murrell's InLt. Col. Don H. Rogers, Ag. '31, let. No, because of bad eyes.
of Mullins, has been assigned to
Lancaster, H. L. 3, Beaufort. I
Courtland Army Air Field as perdoubt it, because the war will be
sonnel officer. A son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. Rogers of Mullins, he over before they finish training
and Mrs. Rogers live in Decatur, me.
Pittman, E. H. 1, Bishopville.
Alabama.
i

*

*

*

No, not in combat, but I'm afraid
I will serve jn occupied territory
after the war.
Evans, J. W. 2, Sumter, I'll see
service, but not in actual combat.
Graham, G. D. 1, Kenmore, N.
Y. I think the war will be over
before I'm trained.
Phillips, H. A. 3, Jessup, Ga. I
expect to be in by January, but
I don't expect to se.e combat.
Salisbury, E. T. 2, Summerville,
Yes, in the paratroopers, going to
Tokyo to play football with the
Imperial Army.
Richardson, F. M. 2, Greenville.
No, but I think I'll be overseas on
patrol.
Phillips, J. E., A. C. E. R., Cameron, W. Va. If I get in Air Crew
Training, I don't think so.
Turner, J. E., A. C. E. R., McDonough, Ga. After we
are
trained, the war should be over,
judging by present war news.
Meyer, E. A., A. S. T. P., Fort
Wayne, Ind. We may be in a
special service branch, but I think
we'll be in combat as soon as we
leave here.
Gray, C. 2, Gray Court. I'm
'fraid so.
Roth, H. H., A. S. T. P., New
York, N. Y. I expert to see combat within twelve weeks, preferably something associated with
our courses here.
Bo Thrailkill and Ed Byars: We
expect to see action on the home
front, pulling a flanking attack
with the objective being "The
Rock" at Limestone.
Brunson, C. L. 1, Allendale.
Yes, for the war will last for
some time.
Lederer, H., A. S. T. P., New
York, N. Y. I expect to go over
soon, and I don't mind at all, but
I prefer the European theatre.
Johnson, S. E., A. S. T. P.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. I expect to see
action by February.
Wagener, D. M,. A. S. T. P.,
Cleveland, O. Yes, I think the
war will last long enough for us
to get in it.
Note: Only one person approached thought, and told Your
Inquiring Reporter, that this
question was none of his or anyone else's business

Tieers Start '44 Season With 34 - 0 Win Over P. C.
Frosh Backs Star
In Scoring Parade
Clemson's Tiger got back in the groove last Saturday to make
football's opening day look like normal times with a well-executed
34 to 0 victory over a plucky but'firmly outclassed outfit of Presbyterian Blue Stockings.
Freshman backs stole the show Seneca. Wilson's placement was
from oldsters like Sid Tinsley and blocked. Clemson 34, PC 0. PC
Billy Poe, but the entire contin- received; Raines passed for five
gent of Tiger ball carriers were yards, ran for six. Ivey ran 14
well heeled with what it took to yards for PC's second straight
pile UP yardage. Tinsley turned first down. Gault went nine yards
in the game's first touchdown to Clemson's 35, PC's deepest penwith a six-yard scoring jaunt at etration. Ivey fumbles, Poe rethe end of a 63 yard drive mid- covered. Tinsley hit for 5, Rogway the first quarter, and Poe ers for 2, Tinsley added 12 more,
turned in 95 net yards from and Poe twinkled off 27 as the
game ended with Clemson on PC's
scrimmage on running plays.
But it remained for the first 18.
year men to rack up the points,
TIGER-PC STATISTICS
aided and abeted by excellent co34 TO 0
operation from a line that opened
Here's the statistical story of
the holes where holes were supposed to be and provided ample Clemson's 34 to 0 victory over
escort into and through the open Presbyterian:
Presbyterian
spaces. Watt (Scooter) Stewart Clemson
17 First downs
3
pushed over two touchdowns, Bill
67
Rogers added two more, Jack Mil- 412 Yds. gain running
15 Loss running
,17.
ler kicked three extra points,
...16
and Mavis Cagle tacked on an- 10 Passes attempted—
2 Completed
.
4
other. Thus the "rat newboys"
0
Intercepted
by
2
ran up 28 of the 34 points.
21
Coach Frank Howard used a 12 Yds. gain passing
71
total of 41 players, and singling 409 Total Net Gain
37
Punt
average
Yds
33
out individuals for
particular
10
praise would be a tough job.. So 15 Yards penalized
Runs
Gain
passing that up, The Tiger of- Player
10
106
fers this play-by-play condensa- Stewart ......
Poe
9
95
tion:
Tinsley
n
68
FIRST QUARTER
Rogers
n
53
Billy Poe returned the kickoff
Miller
3
36
12 yards, but the Tigers, were
Hallman
3
21
forced to kick. . Moments later P.
Freeman
3
20
C.'s Rube Kleckley astounded the
McCory __J
2
4
more than five thousand spectaParker
1
1
tors with a 55 yard in the air kick
Poulos
3
1
that took off over Sid Tinsley's
Roper
2
7
head like a lightning Marauder.
Another
punt
exchange
and
Clemson's 1944 roster
of 50
Clemson started from her own 37. candidates is made up of two
Tinsley shot outside end for 18 juniors, five sophomores, and 43
yards; Poe ana Rogers got 8 and freshmen.
two; Eddis Freeman tripped off
* * »
21 yards on an end around to the
Jack Woodell, 190 pound ClemPC 11.
Poe got five.
Tinsley son freshman tackle, was co-capscored from the six and Miller tain of the Fayetteville (N. C )
kicked the point. John Raines High School team in 1943.
electrified all but one Clemson deS>;:
Tfender and returned the kickoff i In the last ten years, Clemson's
to midfield. Raines shot into the Tigers have held the opposition
open for 18 yards.
scoreless 26 times, have,
been
SECOND QUARTER
blanked 13 times.
Stewart returned a PC punt 9
* * *
yards and immediately spun off
When Clemson and Boston Col22 yards from scrimmage. On punt
lege play each other in football
exchanges, one of which Stewart
ln 44) iVs double
returned for 34 yards to the PC trouble
Wh! for
f d°n,t
' > The winsomeone.
31. Hallman bucked 10 yards, ner always doubles the score on
5, and Rogers split the middle for the loser.
Three games so far:
a four yard touchdown, Miller
Clemson 6, Be 3; Clemson 26, BC
kicked the point. "Scooter" Ste- 13; BC 14, Clemson 7.
wart returned a PC punt zero
yards. Stewart got 2, Poulos 0,
The morning" of "his 1903 game
and The Scooter slipped away for
?Trgia Tech> Clemson's
all yards. Paulos lost one, and ™X
coach John w Heisman cried"
Stewart shindigged 12 yards for
a score. Cagle kicked placement. Meexpecttowin, but the muddy field will hold our scoring
THIRD QUARTER
Jown.
Score: Clemson 73; Tech
There
was
some
fruitless
knocking at the line. A few punts,
and BOOM, Cumbie blocked a
Clemson's Tigers have three
fourth-down PC punt back to the
PC 1. Bill Rogers dove into the •'pre-war" players this year. Sid
endzone.
Miller
kicked
the Tinsley, Alton Cumbie, and Billy
placement. Clemson 28, PC 0. Poe were Clemson football canPC received and promptly punt- di~/>tes before the army called
They now have medical
ed. Stewart's 12 yard pass to them.
Freeman was Clemson's only discharges.
• * *
ground-gaining pass of the day.
Rupert Gaddy, Clemson wingStewart crouched through the
three
line, wiggled into the open for 15 back candidate scored
yards. Stewart darted 16 yards winning touchdowns for Mullins,
to the PC yard line, fumbled, PC (S. C.) a year ago, while Don
Moore,
fullback,
was
scoring
recovered..
three winning six pointers for
FOURTH QUARTER
Two punt exchanges and Clem- Toccoa (Ga.)
* * *
son started from the Clemson 43.
Clemson and VMI, scheduled to
Bill Rogers cracked the middle
for 28 yards and Tinsley added 11 meet for Clemson's Homecoming,
more. Poe and Tinsley got 7 and have a tie knot to unravel. The
Stewart 7, Hallman 6 and a first two teams have met 10 times,
down on the PC five. Stewart have won four games each; have
Clemson leads in
went into the end zone from the tied twice.
2. He could easily have gone to total points, 137 to 99.

CLEMSON'S PRE-WAR PLAYERS

ALTON CUMBIE
Clemson
The label "Pre-War" in
this day and time
means
something a little special in
quality, and Tiger backs Sid
Tinsley, Billy Poe, and Alton
Cumbie are no exceptions to

SIB TINSLEY
Clemson
the rule. Tinsley was a star
here in 1941, Poe and Cumbie were candidates
for
Clemson football before the
war. The three spent a total
of 35 months in the regular

Jenkins, Tinsley HERE'S $64.00
Elected Captains ANSWER, IF...
A pair of Army veterans, and
football top-nochers, ■will captain
Clemson's 1944 football Tigers.
Last week the suad of 50-odd
candidates elected Center Ralph
Jenkins, a letterman of last year,
and tailback Sid Tinsley, a letterman of 1941, captain and alternate captain respectively.
Jenkins spent 14 months in the
regular Army before coming to
Clemson last fall to become the
mainstay of a weak Clemson
"wartime"
team.
Tinsley, a
gridiron running-punting-passing
star here three years ago, put in
21 Army months.
Both were
medically discharged.
Jenkins becomes the eighth
center-captain at Clemson since
O. K. Pressley started the trend
in 1928.

Clemson-Tech To Be
Atlantic Broadcast
Six Georgia and Florida radio
stations will carry the Atlantic
Refining Company's play-by-play
broadcast of the Clemson-Georgia
Tech game in Atlanta next Saturday' (Sept. 30) afternoon. Stations .scheduled to carry the description: WRDW, Augusta; WMAZ, Macon; WSAV, Savannah;
WDBO, Orlando; WMBR, Jacksonville; and WFOY, St. Augustine.
Jack Jones, now after a tackle
post with Clemson's Tigers, scored four winning touchdowns' for
Marietta (Ga.) High School last
year.
r

-.-

*

Through the
years,
Georgia
Tech has been rougher on Clemson's Timers than any other team
on the 1944 Clemson schedule.
Tech has won 18 games while
allowing
the
Tigers 7.
Total
points: Tech 521; Clemson 285.
*

:::

3:

''Jug" Wilson and Boyd Parker, members of the Hickory, (N.
C.)
Western
Conference Hi
School champions in 1943, are
center and tailback
candidates
respectively with Clemson's Tigers.

HOWARD STARTS 14TH CLEMSON YEAR SAME NAMES BUT
DIFFERENT GUYS

Letters bearing hints of practically every country in the world
have arrived at Clemson with one
question in common:
"What kind of football team
are we going to have?"
The coaching staff will give
you an indefinite answer filled
with ifs, ands and buts.
This
story will do the same.
Through the spring months the
Clemson coaching staff tracked
down a pretty husky lot of potential ball players, and since
mid-July they have been working
with them as a unit, rushing preparations for a season that puts
the Tigers against one of the—if
not THE —- toughest
schedule
Clemson has known.
In other words, IF the youngsters develop as quickly as it
looks as though they might, AND
V\e WAS A BEGULAB.
IF injuries do not develop to key
GUARD OM ALABAMA'S
players, the Tigers may be pret1931 60SE1 BOWL
ty hard to handle this fall, BUT
the schedule is terrific.
SUCCEEDED JESS NEELY AS
Getting
down
to individual
CLEMSON'S HEAD COACH IN 1940
cases, Ralph Jenkins,
recently
elected Captain, was among the
FRANK HOWARD,
better centers of the section a
WILL BE READY
year ago and looks still better
Fc?f? FOOTBALL
this year ;Sid Tinsley, sensational
Ae*tr 196° ~ _,
HOWARD WAS BORN
punter of '41 is now out of Army
Km&
AT BARLOW BEND. ALA.
uniform, into Clemson uniform;
and returning lettermen from last
year are end Eddis Freeman,
Coach Frank Howard is now in his fifth year as ringmaster of
guards Tom Salisbury and FranClemson's football Tigers, his 14th at Clemson. He came here as
cis Richardson .tackles Harley
line coach at the beginning of the 1931 season and inherited
Phillips and Wendell Ard.
Clemson's football reins when Coach Jess Neely moved to Rice
Those seven men give
the
Institute following his Clemson Cotton Bowl season of 1939.
Clemsons a backbone of experiBorn at Barlow Bend, Alabama, on March 25, 1909, Howard
ence that should stand them in
good stead. The freshmen ranks
spent his early years on a farm, specializing in cowpasture baseinclude some of the finest talent
ball. He worked his way up the football ladder the hard way
that was available this year.
and learned his trade thoroughly enroute. As a Mobile high
Bob McCory and Bill Rogers
schooler, he was up before dawn each morning to put in four
are making the competition for
hours in a bakery before hiking to school for a day with his
the fullback spot tighter than aclenched fist; Phil Prince is far
books and whatever sport was in season. At the University of
above average as a freshman
Alabama he sas a regular guard on the 1931 Red Elephant
tackle; Arthur Hagan, George
Rose Bowl Champions.
Graham ,Bill Smartt, Henry Oates
So positive is Howard that Frank Junior will be a footballer
and Mavis • Cagle give Clemson
that when former Clemson stars, as proud papas, assure him
more tha~n usual end manpower;
that, they will have a good football player at Clemson before
Jack Woodell, Wylie Hamrick,
many years, Howard answers: "I hope so, but I'm not banking
Tommy Tzvoulekelas should all
help considerably at the guards.
too much on you. I have one of my own coming along."
Most folks THINK
Clemson
will be better. Everyone KNOWS
Sid Tinsley, with a medical disJack Miller, current Clemson
that schedule, found
elsewhere charge after 21 months in the re- tailback candidate, is the cousin
on this page, is a killer-diller.
gular Army, Returns to Clemson of Ed (Chippy) Maness, dynamic
tailbacking duties after an ab- Tiger backfield star of 1940.
sence of two years. In 1941 he
* * *
averaged 43.94 yards on 22 punts.
Six states are represented on
* * *?•
the 1944 Clemson football roster:
Ralph Wilson is a center on the South Carolina, North Carolina,
Clemson
football
team;
and Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, and
money their belief that they Ralph Wilson is a tackle. Con- New York.
* * *
would win the next day.
fusion is avoided by calling the
"Boy! Did we clean up that center "Jug." "Jug" is from
Phil Prince, 190 pound ClemTech money! Clemson won that Hickory, N. C; Ralph from At- son tackle from Erwin, Tennesgame 44 to 5. Tech people un- lanta, Ga. Fullback Harry Wil- set, was one the All-Big-Five Conderstood the hardiness
of the son doesn't figure in the mix-up. ference team in that state in '43.
ft * ft
ft £ ft
Clemson players only after it was
revealed that Coach Heisman had
For the most part, Clemson's
Clemson has played the teams
sent a bunch of the regular stu- football roster is made up of for 1944 schedule 172 times. The
dents to Atlanta with the foot- good old-fashioned southern fried Tigers won 91, lost 68„ tied 13;
ball equipment and had kept his names.
Occasionally there is a scored 2349 points, had 1732 points
team at Lulu, Georgia, the' night tongue-twister. There was Wal- scored against them.
* * *
before the game."
ter Okurowski in 1939. There is
This story, as do so many, has Tommy Tzouvelekas (pronounced
Clemson and Tulane, scheduled
its moral: "Son," the old guy Joovolackas), a guard, this year. to meet in New Orleans on No* * *
says, "no matter how- far you
vember 18th, have played four
travel or how smart you get, alIn 48 years of football, Clem- games. Tulane has won three,
ways remember this: Some day, son has had 16 head coaches, an Clemson one. Total points: Tusomewhere, a guy is going to average stay of three years per lane 37, Clemson 19.
* « «
come up to you and show you a coach. Jess Neely, now at Rice,
brand-new deck of cards
on coached here nine seasons (1931A year ago Clemson's Coach
which the seal is never broken, 39) and Frank Howard is now in Frank Howard mumbled: "Makand this guy is going to offer to his fifth season.
ing a football team out of these
* * •
bet you that the Jack of Spades
boys will be like making a peach
will jump out of this deck and
Clemson renews football rela- pie without peaches."" This year
squirt cider in your ear." "But, tions with Georgia and Tennessee Howard changed his tune and
son," the old guy says, "do not this year. The Tigers last play- sang joyfully: "At least when
bet him, for as sure as you do, ed the Vols in 1938, and lost 20 the wind blows we don't have to
you are going to get an ear full to 7. Georgia defeated Clemson herd 'em in the barracks to keep
of cider."—Damon Runyon.
14 to 0 in 1937.
'em from blowing away."

CLEMSON COUNTRY BUMPKINS
SLICK ATLANTA CITY SHARKS

Out of football's colorful past
comes a story that well might
have been the original '-Magnificent Hoax," with due apologies
to Author E. Phillips1 Oppenheim.
Authority for the yarn is M. N.
(Buster) Hunter, of Hattiesburg,
Miss., a left halfback of the 1902
Clemson College football team.'
Thef late John W. Heisman was
coaching Clemson's Tigers at the
time, and old-timers still tell
tales of Heisman wizardry that
make this one seem entirely probable.
Here's how "Buster" Hunter
remembers it:
"We had already won a couple of games and word drifted to
Clemson that Tech would spare
nothing to beat us.
When the
Clemson team, complete
with
football bag and baggage, arrived in Atlanta the day before the
game, Tech rooters made it a
point to entertain our players
royally.
^ "Tech supporters marveled at
the ease with which they were
able to get our players to sneak
out that night and participate in
parties around town. There was
quite a bit eating and drinking,
Name
Home Town
Position
and the more Clemson's players Lanier Hairrell
Waycross, Ga
F. Back _J
ate and drank, the more were Randy Hale
Greenville, S. C
_,_Guard
Techmen willing to back with Chris Swift
Elberton, Ga
.Guard
<
John Moorer
St. George, S. C
W. Back
George Graham
Kenmore, N. Y
End
Bill DeVore
Ninety Six, S. C
B. Back
John Poulos
Spartanburg, S. C.
W. Back
Boyd Parker
Hickory, N. C
F. Back
Ralph Tankersley
Toccoa, Ga
B. Back
Gene Walters
Columbia, S. C
T. Back
Jack Miller
Georgetown, S. C
T. Back ...
Doug Roper
Spartanburg, S. C
W. Back
r
Bill Smartt....
McMinnville, Tenn _End
Sam (Louie) Latto—-Charleston, S. C
Tackle Harry Wilson
1 Blythewood, S. C
End
Ned Noblitt
Marion, N. C._
Center ..
Wendell Ard
Hemingway, S. C
Tackle ..
Bailey Faile
Kershaw, S. C
End
Jerome Senn
Columbia, S. C
Tackle ..
Francis Richardson. Greenville, S. C
Guard ...
Fred Morton
Maryville, Tenn
Guard ...
Milton Wiggs
Fayetteville, N. C
Tackle ..
Claude Howe
Easley, S. C
....Center ..
Ralph Wilson
Atlanta, Ga.
Tackle _
Mavis Cagle
Andrews, S. C
End
Ed (Jug) Wilson
Hickory, N. C
Center ..
Jack Woodell..:
Fayetteville, N. C
Guard ...
Gene Hallman
Williston, S. C
F. Back
Bob Patton
Gray Court, S. C
Tackle
Judson Davis
Norway, S. C
Guard .
Bob McCory....:
Charlotte, N. C. ...
F. Back
Spivey Rowell...
Andrews, S. C._
B. Back
Henry Oates
York, S. C
End
Wylie Hamrick
Gaffney, S. C
Guard
Jackson Jones
Marietta, Ga
Tackle
Eddis Freeman
Greenville, S. C
End
Watt! SJewart
Easley, S. C
T. Back
Bill Rogers
Lake View, S. C
F. Back .
Tommy Tzouvelekas...Greenville, S. C
Guard .....
Billy Poe
Greenville, S. C
W. Back
Phil Prince
Erwin, Tenn
Tackle ...
BILLY POE.
Sid Tinsley
Spartanburg, S. C
T. Back .
Clemson.
Alton Cumbie
.Lyons, Ga
B. Back
army now have medical disArthur (Slick) HagaiSavannah, Ga
.End .
Ralph Jenkins
Newport, Tenn
Guard
charges. Tinsley is a tailTom Salisbury.
Summerville, S. C
Center
back, Poe a wingback, and
Harley (Tiny) PhillipJesup, Ga
Tackle
Cumbie a blocking back. All
Isacc Donkle
Greenville, S. C
End
are first stringers.
Jack Coffer
St. Simons Island
End
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CLEMSON FOOTBALL SQUAD ROSTER Wt.
160
155
170
177
190
190
185
163
163
150
165
158
175
215
195
188
188
190
180
165
190
185
160
197
175
221
190
175
176
184
175
190
165
185
190
150
148
160
192
170
190
168
195
190
195
187
210
175—
195

.'.
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Just because Bill Rogers
played Clemson's first string
fullback position during 1943
and because Bill Rogers was
in that
position
against
Presbyterian
on the
23rd,
don't assume it's the same
fellow.
Last year's Bill Rogers was
from Blackville and is now in
an army educational program
as an air force reservist. This
year's Bill Rogers is from
Lake View. Aside from the
fact that they are both fullbacks, about the main thing
they have in common is the
fact that both are pretty
small for line buckers. This
year's Bill Rogers weighs 160
pounds, two more than the
Bill Rogers of '43.

Tiger Schedule
Tough Aplenty

TIGER COACHES
PLAYING BIG
SERVICE ROLES
The regular Clemson College
coaching staff is looking forward
to a real old fashioned homecoming when world
hostilities
cease. Tiger mentors will gather
back at this little South Carolina
college community from the battle fronts of World War 11.
Of the regular Clemson coaching staff .three are overseas, one
has been discharged following
overseas duty, one is on duty in
this country, and another was
discharged after serving upward
of a year.
Lt. Col. Bob Jones, considered
Clemson's all-time end star, was
in France at the last report. Captain Banks McFadden, Ail-American backfield brilliant here in
1939, and Major Randy Hinson,
'35 backfield ace, have been with
the American forces through the
North African, Sicilian, and Italian carnpaigns.
Walter Cox is back on the staff
this year following a medical
discharge from the Army a year
ago. He saw active duty in the
South Pacific, notably Guadalcanal and New Hebrides. George
Fritts, also on the staff this year,
received his medical discharge
nearly a year ago after a year's
service in this country. Cox and
Fritts were a guard and tackle respectively
on Clemson's
1939
Cotton Bowl team.
Captain Covington McMillan,
who came to Clemson as backfield coach in 1936, has been in
the army for the past three years
and is currently stationed in Florida.

With the Presbyterian game
under their belts, Clemson's Tigers now face just about
the
toughest schedule in the school's
history. Ahead of Coach Howard's boys are four games against
Southern Congerence opponents,
four games against Southeastern
opposition.
The remaining games of the
schedule:
Sept. 30—Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
Oct. 7—N. C. State in Charlotte.
Oct. 19—Carolina in Columbia.
Oct. 28—Tennetsee in Knoxville.
Nov. 4—Wake Forest at Wake'
Forest.
Nov.
11—VMI at
Clemson
(Homecoming).
Nov. 18—Tulane in New Orleans.
Nov.* 24—Georgia in Athens.
Though still undedicated, ClemNov.
25—Georgia Tech
vs son's new football stadium, the
Notre Dame.
scene of the Tigers' opener with
(As spectators)
Presbyterian on the 23rd of this
month, has been officially named
With Clemson's Tigers
this
Clemson Memorial Stadium, in
year are two members of the '43
honor of more than 6,000 former
All-South Carolina High School
Clemson students now serving in
team:
Tommy
Tzvoulekelasj,
America's armed forces on the
guard, Greenville (S. C);
and
battle fronts of the world. The
Watt Stewart, tailback,
Easle^
stadium will not be dedicated un(S. C.)
til after the .war.

Memorial Stadium
Dedication Later

AMONG THE FROSH STARS

1944

Year
...Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
..Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
....Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Soph.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Soph.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Soph.
Fresh.
Fresh.
.Fresh.
Junior
Fresh.
Junior
Junior
Fresh.
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Fresh.
Fresh.

WATT STEWART
Clemson

JACK MILLER
Clemson
Clemson's
squad
roster
this year consists mostly of
17 year olds, and Coach
Frank Howard has collected
quite a husky group of them.
Space forbids pointing to all
individuals, but the quartet
here are pretty representative of the freshmen who will

PHIL PRINCE
Clemson

BILL ROGERS
Clemson
play Tiger ball this fall. Phil
Prince is a tackle, Jack Miller and Watt (Scooter) Stewart are triple threat tailbacks, and Bill Rogers is a
fullback. The Tigers are depending on all of them for
plenty of top-notch football.
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Student Officers For New Semester Pictured

Student Appointments
Announced For 1944-45
Top Officers And Non-Corns
Announced; More To Be Added
H. L. Pratt, textile engineering '45 of Columbia has been
named by the military department to -serve as cadet regimental commander for the 1944-'45 season.
Vacancies in the regimental organization will be filled
later, Colonel Cunningham said. Announcements of promotions or1 additional appointments will be issued as soon as they
are made.
The complete regimental organization appears below.
The following assignments and promotions are temporary, but
will be made permanent at a later date; it has been announced.
Regimental Staff
Colonel H. L. Pratt, Commander; Major S. W. Hogue, Executive; Captain W. H. Orders, Adjutant; First Lieutenant J. B.
Rogers, Supply Officer; First
Lieutenant G. M. Goodale, ChapBy LEON LEVINE
lain; Master Sergeant W. C.
We are the ASTP—35 men who
Grant, Sergeant Major; Sergeant
J. L. Ridgill, Mess Sergeant; have survived 18 months of proTechnical Sergeant R. H. Year- cessing and elimination of hungen, Color Sergeant; Technical dreds of soldiers here and are
Sergeant F. A. Trippleft, Color now only five weeks away from
Sergeant; Corporal R. L. Brown, a G. I. diploma in electrical enColor Corporal; Corporal C. F. gineering. As a group our major
claim to distinction is that our
Garren, Color Corporal.
stay at Clemson coincides with
First Battalion Staff
the entire life span of ASTP. We
Lieutenant Colonel W. S. Gregcame here in May 1943 at its inory, Commander; Captain M. C. ception and will leave in NovemKendrick, Executive; First Lieu-p
ber 1944 at its end. However, as
tenant M. Lipton, Adjutant; Sec- individuals we present interestond Lieutenant J. A. Brunetti,
ing contrasts.
Supply Officer; Technical SerWe range in age from William
geant Shoolbred, Sergeant Major.
Newbold of Devon, Pa., who is 19,
Company A
to John Hromi of McKeesport,
Captain E. F. Byars, Comman- Pa., who is 23, and in size from
der; Second Lieutenant J. S. Philip Linderman of Brooklyn, N.
Plaxico, Platoon Leader; Second Y., who is 5' 3" tall, to Russell
Lieutenant L. R. Cannon, Platoon DeLombard of Port Huron, Mich.,
Leader; First Sergeant C. L. Mor- who breathes the air 6' 6" above
ris, First Sergeant.
the ground. Eleven of our group
Company B
have already said '"I do," and
Captain A. J. Coleman, Com- there is a possibility that several
mander; First Lieutenant G. J. more will take their vows before
Ballenger,
Executive;
Second we break up.
Lieutenant W. D. Inabinet, PlaAlthough most of us come from
toon Leader; First Sergeant H. L. the East, Leo Bowers, our only
Carlisle, First Sergeant.
"rebel," hails from Miami, Fla.,
Company Headquarters
while Daniel Alden,
Donald
Captain W. J. Huntley, Com- Simpson, Verne Vawter, and Patmander; Second Lieutenant H. A. rick Thomas live in Livermore,
Phillips, Platoon Leader; First Calif., Venice, Calif., Glendale,
Sergeant E. W. Freeman, First Calif., and Portland, Oregon, respectively. Six'of our group were
Sergeant.
born abroad. Herbert Roth and
Second Battlaion Staff
Lieutenant Colonel M. R. Til- Walter Mielziner were born in
son, Commander; Captain J. C. Germany and 'came to the U. S.
Martin, Executive; First Lieuten- during the Hitler regime. Helant R. C. Barber, Adjutant; First mut Altschuler was born in Ger_ ^Lieutenant G. P. Graham, Supply many but spent most of his life in
Officer; Technical Sergeant T. E. Japan before coming to the U. S.
in 1940, He speaks Japanese fluHill, Sergeant Major.
ently. Cedris Maasik, the only
Company E
man in our unit to wear a musCaptain A. S. Bobo, Commander; First Lieutenant J. E. Beat- tache, was born in Estonia and
has been on every continent in
ty, Eexecutive; Second Lieutenant
the world. Sven Johnson was
H. D. Richardson, Platoon Leader;
born in Sweden, but has been in
First Sergeant C. C. Gray, First
the U. S. long enough to talk like
Sergeant.
a New Yorker. And Herbert
Company F
Lederer, who was born in AusCaptain T. C. Atkinson, Com- tria, spent a year in the French
mander; First Lieutenant J. R. army.
Rigual, Executive; Second LieuOf the 35 men, 18 have had
tenant H. Lumley, Platoon Lead- previous college training. .-Sam
er; Second Lieutenant S. A. Dyckman of New York has a BB
Merchant, Platoon Leader; First A degree from CCNY and a year
Sergeant W. S. Johnson, First and a half of law at NYU. All of
Sergeant.
the men except three have been
Third Platoon Staff
in the Service for over two years.
Lieutenant Colonel R. F. Ridge- Howver, Leon Levine of Bridgeway, Commander; Captain A. T. port, Conn., who was in the mediAdams, Executive; Second Lieu- cal corps before coming to ASTP,
tenant C. Pedrosa, Supply Offi- has never handled firearms in the
cer; First Lieutenant H. L. army.
Lancaster, Adjutant; Technical • In civilian days Robert Colgan
Sergeant G. C. Hoch, Sergeant of Toledo, Ohio was a radio ham
and an expert at taking and reMajor.
ceiving
code. Carl Davis of TayCompany I
lorsville, 111., our star baton' Captain R. H. \oung, Com- twirler, won the National baton
mander; Second Lieutenant E. C. twirling championship for two
McBride, Platoon Leader; Second years, 'and the Illinois state chamLieutenant R. W. Battle, Platoon pionships for three years. Al
Leader; First Sergeant C. M. Klingensmith captained a chamHead,- First Sergeant.
pionship bowling team in his
Company K
home town of Detroit, Mich., and
l Captain R. R. Smith, Comman- bowled as high as 263 on a string.
\der; First Lieutenant A. T. Perry, Bernie Stone of the Bronx, N. Y.
^Executive; Second Lieutenant R. was a successful commercial arC. Griner, Platoon Leader; Sec- tist.
Eddie Meyer of Fort Wayne,
ond Lieutenant C. R. Snider, Platoon Leader; First Sergeant W. Ind. has a twin brother who is
an officer in the Air Corps.
D. Mundy, First Sergeant.
David Peet of Greenwich, Conn.,
Company L
is in the ninth generation in
Captain H. E. Thomason, ComAmerica. His ancestors came to
mander; First Lieutenant A. B.
Connecticut from England
in
Martin, Executive; Second Lieu- 1670.
tenant H. T. Teems, Platoon LeadThis article is both our formal
er; Second Lieutenant J. Huff,
introduction and farewell, for
Platoon Leader; First Sergeant J. very soon we shall return to the
A. Bundrick, First Sergeant.
Army and be assigned to tasks
Band Cpmpany (Second Battalion)
for which our training here has
First Lieutenant M. C. Bald- prepared us. Our long stay here
win, Commander; First Sergeant
has been a pleasant and profitable
A. J. Rigby, First Sergeant.
one. In leaving, we bid Clemson's faculty, students, and town
residents a fond farewell.

ASTP's Nearing
Training's End

Clemson Man Makes
Escape From Germany Sorentrue Now Head
Captain Allen W. Taylor, Tex.
Chem. '38, of Charleston, is back Mechanic Of Plant
in active service after escaping
from the Nazis—on the same
night that his new daughter was
born.
The account reaching Clemson
states that while leading a detachment, Captain Taylor was caught
in cross-fire between two machine gun nests and most of his
men were killed. Deciding that
his number was definitely up,
Taylor charged one of the nests.
He remembered nothing more until he woke up in a German hospital with a side wound. Three
days later he made his escape to
Allied lines, and recovering from
the wound, is now back at the
front.
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WITH THE
10. E. R. S.
AT CIEMSON
By LYNN SPRAGUE
A multitude of difficulties faced this editor this week as we
endeavor to write this, the first
column of the series. First of all
for the benefit1 of the Clemson
men who are far away on the
battlefronts of the world and in
service in the United States we
explain who and what we are.
The ACER'S are seventeenyear-old reservists of the Army
Air Corps who have elected to
follow the college program under
the ASTRP while awaiting our
call to active duty in the Air
Corps. Commonly known as "The
Candlelight Kids" because of our
insignia, which is that of the ASTP mounted on a felt background,
we are on inactive duty but are
very anxious to do our share in
the present conflict.
We are from varied parts of the
country; from the red clay-lands
of Georgia to the dairylands of
Ohio; from "Joisey" to Charleston; from the hills of Vermont
and the lakes of Minnesota to the
sunny shores of Florida. We may
speak with many different brogues and drawls but we have a
common purpose here, to prepare
ourselves for better service to our
country.
We understand we have a heritage to preserve, left us by the
Aircrew who preceded us in the
haUowed halls of Clemson. We
have done our best to uphold this
heritage and the traditions of
Clemson. I hope we have not
failed. Now for some personal
highlights of I, K, and L Companies.
Chief noise-maker on L company hall is Staff Sergeant Harry
Teems. He calls it music. Personally, we feel for the trumpet.
Head of the Anti-Teems League
is Sgt. Baker who endeavors to
hide the mouthpiece at every opportunity. Baker is formerly of
I Company. D. A. Jones of I Company (?) is trying for a new record along the line of excessive
demerits. Can any other ACER
boast of more than sixty-five for
six weeks? Good work, Jonesy—
K Company has lost the big boy
of the ACER'S, D. W. Smith, to
the United States Naval Academy
at Annapolis. Hailing from North
Carolina, he was a devotee of
Woody Herman and a solid clarinet player himself but he up and
left our humble abode Saturday.
Good luck, wherever you go,
Smitty. We'll sure miss you.—
In due contrast we present the
boys who had to stand on tiptoe to meet the minimum standard of height for the Air Corps.
Introducing J. F. Cook of Akron,
Ohio, and J. L. Howie, both of I
Company — Champion cigarette
smoocher of the detachment and
possibly of the whole regiment is
K Company's Mr. Vail who not
only kept himself in borrowed
cigarettes for a half of a term
but his old lady as well.— Theron
Furston "Punctuality" Miller is
a man of many accomplishments.
He is a Hoosier lad who has
shown a preference for the Merchant Marine. Oh well, Indiana's
gain is Clemson's loss. Just kidding, T. F.—A one man Chamber
of Commerce for Alabama is none
other than our beloved sergeant
M. C. (Just call me 'Bama) LaGrone. Where is Alabama, fellows?—Clemson can now boast
the Mississippi tennis champion
in the person of Billy Stacks. He
not only excels on the limedcourt but in math classes as well.
—"Sleepy Time Gal" would find
an excellent mate in James Dooley. He might miss a lot of sleep
at night but he surely catches up
on it in class. He's another of
those Hoosier-Hot-Shots. His rival is Florida's pride and joy, C.
M. Coates. For the benefit of
those who may be confused: General Disorder is not the inspecting
officer.
The reservists were guests at
the PC game, thanks to the generosity of the college. We did
appreciate it. Thanks.
Hey, gang. The sections haven't
been looking so snappy lately.
How about some singing while
marching? There's no end to
good marching songs. Everyone
knows "The Marine Hymn," "The
Air Corps Song," "Field Artillery
Song," "Semper Paratus," "Anchors Away," "Dixie," and hosts
of Clemson specials. What do you
say, section leaders?

Simon Sorentrue, who took M&
EE '05, of Charleston, is now master mechanic at the Charleston
Navy Yard Power Plant. Mr.
Sorentrue also rknks third in
seniority in all U. S. Navy Yards
and *Naval Establishments and is
the veteran mechanic of the
Charleston Navy Yard.
Mr. Srfentrue went to the Pow
er Plant from the Port Royal
Naval Station, now the Parris Is
land Marine Base, in 1907 when
Lt. Col. William L. Leverette,
the original equipment was inM. E. '34, of Columbia, former
stalled.
editor of the Tiger, shot down 7
Clemson's enrollment recently German planes in 15 minutes durdropped from 2300 to 300 within ing his first raid in the Mediterranean theatre.
two years.

Lecturer Arthur Briese
To Appear At Clemson

Something new has been added. The Clemson Lecture
Series, sponsored annually by the Claud W. Kress Endowment
fund and presented free to the people of Clemson and vicinity
opens up this year with a pause that will truly refresh in the
presentation of America's Knight of Satire, Arthur F. Briese,
Chicago humorist, on the evening of Tuesday, October 17th.
Three other numbers have been
definitely scheduled ,and a fourth
and possibly a fifth, hangs in the
balance. On November 21st the
lecture series offers Father Francis X. Talbot, editor in chief of
the American National Catholic
Weekly and ' well-known author,
educator, writer, and lecturer.
January 17th brings Maurice
Hindus, America's outstanding
authority on Russia to the campus.
The committee hopes to bring
John Temple Graves, II, back to
Clemson in March. This famed
Southern Lecturer, an editor of
the Birmingham News, has made
several "hit" appearances here in
past years. Also in March, the
series will return to Clemson
The student military leaders for the present term are the same as for the last summer term except
Louis J. Abler, who in the past
two years has delivered two exthat those of a third battalion are added. From left to right, they are: 1st Lt. R. C. Barber, Bn.
cellent lectures here on "ChurchAdjutant; Lt. Col. M. R. Tilson, Bn. Commander; Bn. Sgt. Major T. E. Hill; Col. H. L. Pratt; Regt.
ill" and "Russia."
Com.; Bn. Sgt. Major Grant; Capt. W. H. Orders, Regt. Adj.; 1st. Lt. Lancaster, Bn. Adj.; and 1st.
Arthur F. Briese, with a lecture
Lt. G. M. Goodale, Regt. Chaplain. Not pictured are: Lt. Col. R. Ridgeway, Bn. Com. and Lt. Col
crammed to the gills with wit,
W. S. Gregory, Bn. Com.
wisdom and sarcasm, is generally
ARTHUR BRIESE
credited with being the top man
in his line in America today.
October 17th will practically be
a guaranteed evening of laughter and fun. But Briese does
not ignore the serious. Lt. GovJ. H. Woodward, Clemson
The Clemson Methodist Church ernor Thomas F. Donovan, of IlAlumni Secretary, has announced
The Clemson Jungaleers were
a Clemson Alumni banquet and will have a fellowship supper at linois, has this to say about the reorganized during the first term
Acting upon the suggestion of meeting to be held at the Barrin- the "Y" cabin Sunday afternoon, Chicago laugh factory, "Hidden of summer school under the leathe faculty Welfare Committe, ger Hotel in Charlotte on the Sept. 30th, at 5:30 p. m. The away in all his humor is a whole edrship of Claude Sartor, of Pennthe juniors and seniors have elect- night of October 6th, at 8 a'clock. guests of honor will include all lot for us to think about."
sylvania.
ed their representatives for the This meeting, on the eve of the those' new members who have
During the past summer, the
Student Welfare Council, which Clemson-N. C. State game at united with the church during
Jungaleers played in Greenville
will be composed of four seniors, Charlotte's Memorial
Stadium the current conference year.
on several occasions, and furthree juniors, three sophomores, October 6th, will feature Clem- Each family will bring a basket
nished the music for a few Camand two freshmen. The function son's President R. F. Poole and, as of food and a good time will be
pus dances. We expect to hear
of this committee will be to meet the featured wit and wisdom of had by all, according to Rev.
Lt. Clyde M. Livingston, Ex. the Jungaleers play in many colwith the faculty committee and the occasion, Clemson's incom- Wannamaker Hardin, pastor of '41, of Lexington, survived a leges in the state during the fall
thrash out problems of common parable Dr. D. W. Daniel, after- the Methodist Church.
crash landing on a fighter strip dance season.
Guests include H. T. Haywood, on the French Invasion coast, and
concern to both groups.
dinner speaker de luxe, and jokeThe orchestra members and
H. W. Ferguson, Miss Norma has returned to England. The their instruments are as follows:
The seven men from the junior ster A-l, or is it now 1-A.
Madden, Thomas E. Howell, M. L. Eighth Air Force pilot was forc- L. F. Theiling, Bob Fuson, Bob
and senior classes are to take the
Darrow, Morris Phillippe, Mrs. ed to crash land after his B-24 Suddeth, and Kersey—sexes; C. C.
place of the Senior Council of old,
Helen Beasley, Mrs. Nella Marie received three direct flak hits on Sartor, M. C. Baldwin, and Bill
which was composed entirely of
(Continued from page one)
Mclntyre, Mr. and Mrs. D. D. its way to bomb a fuel storage Martin—trumpets; Joe Tobin and
seniors.
It is expected that sophomores result in extraordinary values for Quillian, Miss Carol Quillian, and dump at St. Florintin, France. John Lewis—trombones; "Jocko"
and freshmen will hold elections the state for the next fifty years. Miss Etta Alexander.
After the bombs had been harm- Tzouvelakas—drums; Cecil PedCommittees are at work on
Also Bryan De Young, Lt. James lessly salvoed, Lt. Livingston rosa—pano; and Bob Ridgeway—
as soon as convenient to elect
their representatives to this im- plans for caring for the returning L. Faulkner, Mr .and Mrs. D. F. skillfully landed the shattered guitar.
Between twenty-five D. Harney, Leonard Sanders, J. bomber so that the men were unportant student body. As the veterans.
plan works, there will always be hundred and three thousand of Dyar, and Mrs. Roy E. Alexander. injured.
The evening's activities will be
men with experience to move up- the five thousand Clemson men in
Lt. Livingston received his
ward; yet there will be annual services had their education in- concluded by a brief outdoor ves- commission in July, 1942, and
(Continued from page one)
elections
whereby undesirable terrupted by the war. Also, many per service. In case of inclement has been awarded the Air Medal many tilings I liked so that you
high school graduates were in- weather, the supper and service with an Oak Leaf Cluster for and the boys could have more.
performers can be eliminated.
In making the proposal, the ducted into service. Thousands of will be held ' at the Methodist participation in bombing attacks I did not patronize the Black
Market. I didn't buy gas coupons
Faculty Committee had in mind splendid young men who com- Church.
against industrial targets.
post-war plans for developing pleted high school but who did
to ride the highways while you
student leadership and responsi- not have sufficient funds for a
struggled through mud and snow
bility—more students in more college education will now want
on some far flung battle line."
"You see Johnnie's eyes •—his
positions of leadership and trust. to enter Clemson. Never before
tired eyes—as he leans wearily
The Student Welfare Council has has the poor boy had such a
The Baptist Church recently
against the front fence, to ease
been functioning smoothly for promising outlook for a college
The first meeting of the Par- the leg which still holds bits of
education and we shall make created the office of Student Secseveral months.
every effort to encourage these retary. Harold Cole, a graduate ent-Teacher Organization will be shrapnel—pieces of
agonizing
young men to enter college. It is of the Southern Baptist Theologi- held Monday night, October 2, at steel that he got while you walkpossible that between five and cal Seminary, Louisville, Ky., 8:00 P. M. in the school audi- ed under peaceful skies, and maytorium.
seven thousand men may knock was appointed to this office.
be walked a bit uncaring. Can
at our doors at one time. The.
All parents are urged to come you honestly look into those eyes
The Baptist Student Union
federal and state governments council this year consists of: A. and hear Mr. T. D. Watkins, su- and say, "I obeyed all the rules—
have the responsibility of making
Wendell perintendent of the Seneca pub- I only bought food for the requirJesse J. Moorhead, Ag. Ec. '40, facilities available for you and S. Bobo, President;
lic schools. His subject: Your ed stamps in my own ration book.
of Anderson has received a pro- every worthy citizen will approve Guinn, First Vice President; ElChild's Report Card.
I never made a deal for a tire—
don
Jones,
Second
Vice
Presimotion from the rank of Captain such action. In peace time our
Mrs. John Bregger. president or went to 'a certain shop' that
to Major at Washington National largest enrollment was approxi- dent; A. B. Martin, Third Vice
President; Tom Patrick, Secre- of P. T. O., will have charge of sold beef (at. what price). I
Airport Army Air Base, Wash- mately
twenty-four
hundred tary;
fought a good fight over here just
Thomas Hill, Training the meeting.
ington, D. C, where he is station- cadets. To double this number
as you did over there. Each of
Union Representative;
Albert
ed as Air Inspector.
will necessitate doubling most of
us gave our best to win this war.
Lt. Robert A. Hickerson, T. E. the present plant. This would Perry, Music Director; W. L.
I would rather bear shrapnel in
Wise,
Reporter;
T.
J.
Bratton,
'41, of Morris Plains, N. J., has require several million dollars
my body than guilt in my soul."
Treasurer;
W.
I.
Fox,
Publicity;
been promoted to the rank of since the present plant is valued
D. K. Stokes, Sunday School Re(Continued from page one)
Captain at Marfa Army Air Field, at seven million.
presentative; and Herbert ProMarfa, Texas, where he is comI have followed with great in- vence, Magazine Representative. Wright and his 6 feet 5 dived for
manding officer of Section B.
A-C Smiley M. Busch, T. '41,
terest the movements of those of
The Council met at Rocky Bot- shelter.
The promotion of Butler N. you going into Germany. You
and James T. Gregory, Jr., Eng.
His
last
reports
came
from
the
tom
Sept.
15
to
plan
the
activities
Kelly, of Union, to Captain has have passed through the section
Moselle river where battle was '42-'44, both of Colquit, Ga., rebeen announced. Capt. Kelly is where I lived for thirteen months for the first semester.
ported to Maxwell Field Aug. 22
raging intensely.
commanding officer of an Ord- during the last war. You have
for pre-flight training.
In
the
1926
Taps,
appears
these
* * *
nance Company with the Ninth passed through rugged, wooded
words under Wright's picture:
Air. Force in England.
Ail
three
of
the King boys, sons
areas in the. vicinity of Metz to"The stalwart only stalk the hill
Lt. William B. Wade, G. S. '40 ward Koblenz, the road down the
—the game fish only swim up of Mr. King who works in the
of Clinton, has-been promoted to Moselle which I traveled after the
Post Office, are now overseas in
The first meeting of the P. S. A. stream".
Captain at an Eighth A. A. F. armistice. Having been in St
the European Theater. Russell
was
held
last
Wednesday
night,
The
writeup
under
his
picture
Bomber Station in England where Mihiel, Verdun, Chateau Thierry,
has just left an Eastern port and
according
to
Dr.
S.
J.
L.
Crouch,
spoke of "his great dignity not- is on his way over, Lawrence has
he is executive officer of a heavy and Reims, and knowing somepastor
of
the
Presbyterian
withstanding his height." The just landed and Morris has been
bomber squadron.
thing about the rolling, wooded church.
biography also stated: "He has
country, I feel that you have
The "new" freshmen were wel- made the TIGER one of the best over since March. Morris was
made such magnificent progress. comed by. the church and student publications in the South." (We with the first foot soldiers that
Now you are on the verge of group. The following spoke: Dr. grant they meant college publi- went into Rome, and is now with
the 36th Division in Southern
reaching the swift Rhine river. Poole for the college; Prof. W. S. cations).
France.
Later you may be privileged to Bradley for the church school;
* * *
Wright was interested in the
The Canterbury Club, Episco- visit the Cat and Mouse Castles, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff for the
Major Harvey Hall's address is:
pal Student organization, held its Cologne, Koblenz, and the legen- student class; Prof. B. E. Good- Tiger and when possible used to
Forces,
Annual
Freshman
Reception dary Lorelei, Ronn, and other ale, as faculty adviser for the P. talk to the staffs and give them Section A, Army Air
Wdenesday night in the Parish points along the Rhine. Perhaps S. A.; and Cadets Reece Young help and encouragement. His Pratt, Kansas. Harvey is wearcareer on the Tiger was: Sports
House.
you will row a bateau across the and John W. Evans for the old reporter freshman year; sports ing five stars now for his bombing missions in Italy, Africa, MoOn hand to welcome the new Rhine as I did when I was a boys.
editor, his sophomore; associate rocco, Sicily, and
Southern
students were the old members of careless young man. When you
editor his junior, and editor his France. He returned to the States
the club and a number of the return I shall want to hear all
senior year. He was a member in March.
church members on the campus. about your adventures. Be obof the Calhoun literary society,
Rev. Pinckney was unable to be serving and learn, for even in war
* * *
A. S. C. E., and the Junior-SeniCapt. BUI Mitchell, of Clemson,
present due to illness.
one may profitably further his
or
Dancing
Club.
has recently completed a course
Prof. Trively was in charge of education and retain lasting imClemson Alumni meetings are
Wright's father, A. B. Bryan
entertainment at the reception.
pressions which you will always to be held in the following cities: of Clemson, is agricultural editor, in the General Staff School at
The officers of the club to serve cherish.
Atlanta, Ga. Friday, Sept. 29— and the two are honorary mem- Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He is
now with the Redistribution Stafor the coming year are as folFaculty members have stood up Georgian Terrace Hotel at seven
lows: President, Martin A. Til- well under the year round con- P. M.; Charlotte, N. C. Friday, bers of Gamma Alpha Mu, honor tion, Intelligence Division, Asheville, N. C.
son; V. President, Henry Rich- tinuous teaching schedule during Oct. 6—Barringer Hotel at eight English fraternity for writers.
* * *
ardson;
Secretary,
"Cotton" the past two years. The health P. M.; Columbia, S. C. Wed., Oct.
Cadet
J.
J.
Petropoulos, Chem.
Richardson.
of the faculty members and the 16—Wade Hampton Hotel at
Eng. 47, of Greenville, has restudent body has been good. Ap- seven P. M.; Clemson Homecomceived an honorable discharge
(Continued from page one)
proximtely one third of the facul- ing, Sat., Nov. 11—fieldhouse at
from Clemson to await his call
ty members are in service or oth- twelve noon.
for the collection . . . from a cap- from the army. His father, James
erwise contributing to the war efThe total number of Clemson tured German library . . . .am
Petropoulos, died recently after a
fort.
men known to be in service is inclosing for you personally a long illness, according to Cadet
The ASTP softball team has
Despite conditions imposed by 5030 to date. 147 have made the beautifully illustrated book as a
John Collins, '47.
just concluded a season of six war, the affairs of the college are supreme sacrifice.
token . . . The most satisfying
victories, one tie, and only one in a healthy condition. We are
Watt Stewart, Clemson freshdefeat. The last opponent was anticipating and looking forward
The only holdover regulars on thing about this war to me is to
Arial Textile Mill in Easley, with pleasure to your return'. On the '43 Clemson team this year look into the eyes of these man tailback, won the most valuASTP winning three to two after yesterday two returning veterans are Center Ralph Jenkins and Frenchmen, women and children able substitute trophy one year,
. . . if I could only describe it the most valuable player trophy
a two-run rally in the ninth.
with wives and babies matriculat- end Eddie Freeman.
. . . full of all the joy it is pos- two years, and was an All-South* * *
Klingensmith and Colgan drove ed. Splendid, don't you agree?
Occasionally we wonder about sible to reflect . . . not the least ern High School back at Easley
in the tying and winning runs;
Sincerely yours,
bit bitter that our artillery has (S. C. ) High School.
Pat Thomas was the winning
R. F. POOLE, President. that indefinite time in history flattened their homes . . . Please
Kenneth L. Crawford, '42, with
known as "when men were men."
pitcher. Other players who figurThe 7 men who graduated from The 33 under 18-year-old Clem- give Mr. Littlejohn, Holtzy, Doc his wife and baby, visited his
ed in the wins were Bowers,
McCollum, and family recently. He is now a
Newbold, Linderman, Houghton, Clemson Aug. 1, 1944, comprised son football candidates average: (drug store)
Wagner, Vezina, Meyer, Levine, the smallest class ever to gradu- Height: 5 feet 11 1-2 inches; Coach? (married Anne Tribble) First Lieutenant and received his
my best regards . . .
Wings on August 10 .
ate from the institution.
weight 176.5.
and Rosin.
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